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Editor’s 
Notes

The typewriter sensation of eBay in 
April was the irst known surviving 

specimen of the Cahill Universal Elec�
tric no. 2 (ca. 1900). Quite well preserved, 
it was given to Jane Cahill Pfeifer  

“from your friends in IBM Communica�
tions” in 1976. If we behave ourselves 
well, its new owner will tell us all about 
it in December’s 100th issue of ETCetera. 
(In May, a fake auction for this machine 
appeared. Caveat emptor!)

±
 This beautiful Hammond no. 1, serial 
number 5621, was auctioned for £6500 
in February. It features an area above 
the keyboard where four type shuttles 
can be neatly stored. If you think the 
price for this typewriter was a bit high, 
consider its owner: Rev. C. L. Dodg�
son—better known as Lewis Carroll. 
Carroll received the typewriter on May 
3, 1888. On May 16, he used it to type 
a letter to the editors of The Jabberwock, 
a Carroll-inspired journal published at 
the Girls’ Latin School of Boston.� “This 
mode of writing is, of course, an Ameri�
can invention,” he types. “We never in�
vent new machinery here; we do but use, 
to the best of our ability, the machines 
you send us. For the one I am now us�

�. Stuart Dodgson Collingwood, The Life 
and Letters of Lewis Carroll (1898), p. 276.

ing, I beg you to accept my best thanks.” 
Dodgson used the machine to type some 
mathematical work, and presumably his 
four type shuttles feature a variety of 
math symbols. His technical interest in 
our favorite machines is relected in his 
reported invention of a method of justi�
fying the right margin of a typescript.

±
 In the less rariied strata of our hobby, 
those of us who love typing, even on 
everyday typewriters, have been happy 
to see media reports about the “re�
naissance,” “trend,” or even “cliché” of 
typewriting. CBS Sunday Morning put 
together a great story about the revival, 
and a documentary ilm is nearly ready. 
Even typewriter collecting is on the pop 
culture radar: Tintin collects typewrit�
ers in the recent animated movie, Zoo�
ey Deschanel collects them on the TV 
show “New Girl,” and Saturday Night 
Live satirized Zooey and her typewrit�
er fetish on a recent show. Yesterday’s 
nerds are today’s hipsters.

On Our Cover
 Three unique pieces from Flavio Mantel-
li’s collection compete for the title of smallest 
typebar typewriter. Their dimensions can be 
found in the story that starts on p. 3. For com-
parison, the familiar Bennett measures 11" x 
5" x �" in its case. It, of course, is not a typebar 
machine, but employs a typewheel.
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An in-depth article 
on “the amazing 

Automatic” typewriter 
by Canadian collector 
Martin Howard pub-
lished in ETCetera #92 
described the 1888 de-
sign of Emery Hamil-
ton of New York as the 
smallest typebar type-
writer ever made. Mea-
suring only 11" wide 
x 8" deep x 4" tall and 
with miniature 1-1/2" 
typebars inside its small 
brass chassis, the 1888 
Automatic certainly represents one of the 
most compact typewriters ever made and 
without any doubt the earliest attempt at 
miniaturizing a typebar design. 
 Recent evidence suggests that Hamil-
ton is indeed the inventor of the smallest 
typebar typewriter ever made. However, 
it isn’t his Automatic to win the gold 
medal in the race to extreme miniaturiza-
tion and portability: as also mentioned in 
the ETCetera #92 article, a search in the 
US patent records shows that nine years 
ater the Automatic, the very same Ham-
ilton was granted patent #592052 for “a 
very compact and eicient typewriter.” 
he patent drawings show an extremely 
compact three-row frontstrike machine, 
and the recent discovery of a small brass 
frontstrike typewriter similar in many 
aspects to Hamilton’s 1897 design in-
dicates that probably his project did not 
remain only on the drawing board.

 his small machine measures an in-
credible 9" wide x 3-1/2" deep x 3-1/3" tall, 
with 1-3/4" typebars standing vertically 
behind the keyboard. Although there is 
no proof that this little typewriter is the 
actual 1897 Hamilton  model, it is inter-
esting to see how these extreme measures 
and the machine’s sloping 3-row design 
it perfectly with Hamilton’s patent ap-
plication, where he claimed that “a short 
type-bar is both desirable and essential 
to a small, compact, and eicient ma-
chine” and that “short type-bars [should 
be] mounted in a small curve close to the 
operating-platen, the position of which 
corresponds substantially to a chord of 
the curve and thereby enables to produce 
a type-writing machine which possesses 
more stability and is more eicient than 
type-writers where longer type-bars are 
employed and allows of the machine 
being much smaller.” Also as described 
in Hamilton’s patent application, when 

the shit key is pressed 
in this little brass ma-
chine, “the carriage 
slides horizontally to 
and from the group 
of type-bars—that is 
to say in a direction 
transverse to the axis 
of the platen”—in two 
diferent positions for 
caps and igures. More 
speciically, “when the 
shit-key is depressed, 
the pin will swing the 
shiting-link on its piv-
ot, [and] will push upon 

the lever, thereby shiting the paper-car-
riage away from the type-bars.” herefore, 
what is interesting about this typewriter 
is that Hamilton was not only capable 
of reducing even more the already-com-
pact design of his Automatic, but he also 
considerably improved it with two addi-
tional features: visible writing and lower-
case characters. In fact, while the 1888 
Hamilton Automatic typewriter was an 
upstrike caps-only machine, the even 
smaller 1897 Hamilton frontstrike was 
fully equipped with a shit mechanism 
for lower case, numbers and punctua-
tion! 
 Although all these features are pres-
ent on the recently discovered brass ma-
chine, as previously mentioned, there is 
no proof that it actually is a Hamilton 
prototype. Actually, this wonderful ma-
chine was found in a lea market in north-
ern Italy and not somewhere near New 
York as you would expect for a Hamil-
ton machine. Moreover, the measures 
of this typewriter together with the red-
dish platen made me believe I could have 
discovered a prototype model for a very 
small Italian typewriter called Fontana 
Baby. Interestingly, soon ater I got this 
brass machine I was also able to purchase 
the Fontana Baby (of which only one 
specimen is known) and too many dif-
ferences started to arise when comparing 
the machines side by side, starting from 
the measures that aren’t identical. So I 
sent the pictures of the brass machine to 
a few collectors, and it was New York col-

Emery Hamilton and the Quest for Compactness
Miniaturizing Typebar Mechanics to the Extreme

by Flavio Mantelli
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lector Tony Casillo who suggested it was 
more similar to the Hamilton frontstrike 
design than to a Fontana Baby. Obvious-
ly it is just a hypothesis, and there are also 
some diferences from Hamilton’s patent 
application: for example, in the patent 
drawing we can see two shit keys on the 
let side of the keyboard, while this ma-
chine has—in the same place on the let 
of the keyboard—only one (although the 
typebars carry four characters each, sug-
gesting that this machine was intended 
only as a prototype or patent model to 
show the main concept behind the in-
vention and not to be fully working). 
Another feature of this brass frontstrike 
machine that is not present in the patent 
description, but appears very suggestive 
of Hamilton’s name, is the position of 
the spacebar: in fact, as on the 1888 Au-
tomatic, the spacebar is located above the 

keyboard. Before this little machine was 
discovered, the Automatic was believed 
to be the only machine ever made with 
this unique feature. he open brass frame 
showing the mechanics on the machine’s 
front also reminds one of a Hamilton Au-
tomatic without the cover. In any event, 
whatever this machine actually is and 
whoever the real inventor may be, what 
is certain is that it is a pre-production 
machine with several neatly hand-made 
parts.
 While the improvements on this pre-
sumed Hamilton model could make it 
the real smallest typebar typewriter ever 
made, it can be argued that it is probably 
only a prototype that never reached the 
market. But if this is correct, then there 
are at least two other machines that were 
produced in some numbers, advertised 
and probably sold to the market, that de-

feat Hamilton’s Automatic in the quest 
to extreme miniaturization and com-
pactness: the “Gnome” and the previ-
ously mentioned Fontana Baby.
 he “Gnome” is yet again a 3-row 
frontstrike typewriter, but it is even more 
interesting than Hamilton’s frontstrike 
because it carries a whole new and much 
more advanced mechanical concept: a 
moving type segment. In fact, in this ma-
chine the typebars are miniaturized to an 
unbelievable 1" each! he machine itself 
measures 13-1/4" wide x 6" deep x 2-3/4" 
tall. It has a total of 30 typebars carrying 
three rows of characters (upper case, low-
er case, and igures) that slide sideways all 
together before the selected character is 
struck from the rear by a “hammer”; the 
set of typebars then returns to the neu-
tral position on the center of the rail and 
is ready for the next selection.

Rear view of the Hamilton (?) prototype Right side view

Underside Typebar links
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 he machine has two ribbons hidden 
by a metal cover: they are labelled with 
the numbers 1 and 2. he machine does 
not have any other markings or num-
bers indicating it was produced in series; 
however, it is most probably a production 
model that reached the market in some 
numbers. Nevertheless, there is not much 
known about the “Gnome,” which was 
found a few years ago in a lea market in 
France and is believed to be a product of 
Holland because the irst key to the let 
in the middle row of the keyboard bears 
a very speciic igure, the Dutch currency 
guilder mark “ƒ.” Even its real name is un-
known, and it was renamed the “Gnome” 
because of a nice logo featuring a little 
imp. It is believed that it is a 1910-1920 
product.
 he third and last typewriter deserv-
ing a spot in the virtual podium for the 

smallest typebar machine ever designed 
is the Fontana Baby (see also ETCet-
era #47). he only specimen currently 
known was found in its original leather 
case in a lea market in Milan, Italy more 
than 10 years ago and is believed to be 
a 1921-1922 product: in fact, the name 
Fontana was trademarked in 1921 and 
the factory changed its machines’ name 
to Hesperia in 1923. Together with the 
Baby came a small lealet advertising the 
typewriter, suggesting that the machine 
was not just a prototype but an actual 
production model. Measuring a mere 10-
1/3" wide x 3-3/4" deep x 2-1/2" tall, the 
Fontana enters the battle for the small-
est typebar design with strong weapons 
on its side: irst of all, unlike the 3-row 
Hamiltons and Gnome, the Baby is a 
2-row typewriter with as many as three 
shits and four characters per each type-

bar; then, as an added bonus, this little 
jewel of mechanics is the only known 
portable typewriter with U-shaped ty-
pebars (actually, it is the only non-Oli-
ver U-shaped-typebar machine known); 
inally, as if all this wasn’t enough, the 
Baby has a unique expanding paper table 
that folds inside the frame to save space 
when the machine is not in use. Just like 
the Gnome, the Fontana Baby features a 
ribbon inking mechanism, with the rib-
bon spools placed behind the keyboard.
 With the cover picture of the pre-
sumed Hamilton frontstrike, the Gnome 
and the Fontana Baby shown all together 
for the irst time, I let ETCetera readers 
decide who’s the real typebar typewriter 

“winner” in the quest for compactness. ±

Shit key link

Hamilton (?) prototype, horizontally sliding platen

“Gnome,” rear view
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Very little information about 
the irst model of the Bar-

Lock is available in the literature, 
and only a handful of machines 
are known today. What follows 
is an attempt to shed a little light 
on the history of the develop-
ment of the Bar-Lock, on the 
basis of the extant models and 
information from contemporary 
publications.1
 he inventor of the Bar-Lock, 
Charles Spiro,2 learned from his 
experience with the Columbia 
index typewriter that only a key-

board machine is fast enough for business. According to a 1909 
article in Business Equipment Topics3 about Spiro and the history 
of the Bar-Lock,4 “he machine [Columbia index] was unique 
and it became quite popular, especially in England, but it was 
incapable of suicient speed for commercial purposes. Mr. Spiro 
soon realized this short-coming, and he lost no time in adapting 
his machine to operation by keys.” Spiro’s irst patent applica-
tions for a keyboard machine with a typewheel (!) were iled in 
September 1885 (US381652) and October 1886 (US464398). 
His experiences with the Columbia must have inspired this key-
board typewheel design.
 W. J. Richardson, the importer of the Columbia for the 
United Kingdom and its colonies, claims to have convinced Spi-
ro that the new machine had to feature visible writing and a full 
keyboard.5 he parallel development of two diferent concepts 
at the same time could be a sign that Richardson’s requirements 
provided the impetus to develop the typebar machine.
 he irst patents for the typebar machine were iled in April 
1887 (US400716, GB18876325). he inking mechanism, a felt 

�. he impetus and basis for this article came from Bernard Williams of 

Burton-on-Trent, UK, who researched the Bar-Lock for years and gave me 

his Bar-Lock iles years ago. Without his extensive research, this article 

would not have been possible; he earned my sincere gratitude and this arti-

cle is dedicated to him. I thank homas Fürtig for photos of his Bar-Lock 3 

and for his serial number data, and Peter Weil for helpful suggestions and 

his constant support. he illustration of the typist comes from Instructions 
on the Bar-Lock Typewriter (London, �889).

�. Cf. Bertha Spiro, “Charles Spiro: Reaching Back in Time,” introduced 

by Martin Howard, ETCetera #78 (June �007).

3. E. Merton Best (ed.), Business Equipment Topics (New York [etc.]), vol. 

XIII-�, Oct. �909.

�. See Peter Weil, “Ephemera,” in ETCetera #86 (June �009).

�. Isaac Pitman & Sons (ed.), Pitman’s Phonetic Journal (London), �� June 

�90�.

disc, is striking. he ba-
sic principle of the up-
right typebasket, with 
typebars striking for-
ward and down onto the 
platen, is already easy 
to recognize. he align-
ment mechanism that 
gives the Bar-Lock its 
name, using phosphor 
bronze pins to guide the typebars, is introduced in the next pat-
ent, applied for in June 1887 (US400265).
 “At the same time his attention was directed to the advan-
tages of the type-bar principle and he experimented in this di-
rection, completing his key-operated wheel machine and his 
type-bar machine about the same time.”6 he advantages and 
disadvantages of both machines were tested extensively by inter-
nal experts, and it became clear that the typebar machine better 
fulilled the requirements.7 he patent applied for in May 1888 
(US422042) already corresponds in great part to the irst ma-
chines produced in the factory of the “Columbia Type Writer 
Manufacturing Company,” 146 Centre Street, New York City.
 Public relations articles about the Bar-Lock appeared in over 
25 British newspapers starting on May 2, 1888, and for the rest 
of the month. he Times began with the notable line, “An im-
proved form of typewriter which is an advance upon its prede-
cessors.”8 All the articles praise the full keyboard and the visibil-
ity of the text, and point out the bar-locking mechanism, which 
makes clear and straight typing possible.
 However, it was not until August 1888 that the name “Bar-
Lock” appeared, in an advertisement in the National Review of 

6. Business Equipment Topics, Vol. XIII-�, Oct. �909.

7. Pitman’s Phonetic Journal, 9 April�89�.

8. he Times (London), � May �888.

he Early 

bar-lock 
by Bert Kerschbaumer
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London.9 he ad is actually selling only the two models of the 
Columbia index, but the heading reads “Bar-Lock.” he Colum-
bia must have continued to sell well,  since the ads of the next 
few months mention it alone; it was to remain for sale by the 
company as a portable alternative until at least 1892.
 On the occasion of a speech at the Bar-Lock Typewriter 
Company’s 1909 Annual Dinner in London, its longtime sec-
retary, Mr. A. Fitch, recalled that the Bar-Lock was put on the 
market in Britain in October 1888.10 In 1889, the irst ads for 
the Bar-Lock alone appeared, although most ads present both 
the Bar-Lock and the Columbia, stating that the Bar-Lock is 3 
or 4 times faster than the pen, and the Columbia is 1½-2 times 
faster. 

 At the Paris World’s Fair of May-October 1889, where the 
Bar-Lock and the Columbia index were both exhibited, the jury 
recommended the Bar-Lock for a gold medal, although in the 
end it received only a silver medal. he typewriters on display in-
cluded other illustrious names such as Maskelyne, Mercury, and 
Velographe.11

 On May 3, 1889, an article on the Bar-Lock appeared in 
“he Engineer.”12 It mentions the full keyboard, whose concave 
celluloid keys are black for capitals and white for lowercase. he 
article also speculates on the possibility of a portable version of 
the machine with aluminum frame, if the cost of aluminum goes 
down to one shilling per pound.
 In August 1889, the English representative at the 17th inter-
national shorthand convention in Paris, Mrs. M. P. Ellis, typed 
135 words per minute on a Bar-Lock. he previous world record 
was 126 words per minute on a Caligraph, at the 1887 world 
championship in Toronto.13 

9. Alfred Austin (ed.), he National Review (London), Aug. �888.

�0. Business Equipment Topics, Vol. XIII-�, Dec. �909.

��. Rapports du Jury sur L’Exposition Universelle Internationale de 1889 

(Paris, �889).

��. Morgan-Grampian (ed.), he Engineer (London), 3 May �889.

�3. Henry Gillman (ed.), he Telegraphic Journal and Electrical Review 

(London), �3 August �889.

 Starting in 1890, advertisements for the Bar-Lock regularly 
appeared in Great Britain, and a thorough and well-illustrated 
description of the machine appeared in a French periodical.14 
W. J. Richardson announced sales of the Bar-Lock to Egypt and 
India,15 and some machines even made it to Australia.16 In order 
to meet the demand of many employers that typists provide their 
own machines, the company ofered an installment plan of £1 
19s for 12 months (total £23 8s), which was advertised heavily. 
he cash price of the machine was the same as that of the Rem-
ington 2, namely £20 19s. he success and the self-interpretation 
of W. J. Richardson’s company were expressed in the new name 
that was chosen in September 1890: “he Type Writer Compa-
ny.”
 he most obvious distinctive mark of the irst model of the 
Bar-Lock is the “BL” monogram that is cast into the typebar 
shield (p. 6, top). During the production of this model, changes 
in the ribbon guide and ribbon shiting mechanism were intro-
duced, and the original concave celluloid (zylonite) keys were 
replaced with vulcanite keys. hese changes can be recognized 
easily in the extant machines. In the irst two pictures it is clear 
that the ribbon still covers the printing point. In the last picture 
and in US patent 475623 you can recognize the ribbon vibrator, 
which shits the ribbon between its resting position and its print-
ing position. he irst machines still lack an automatic ribbon 
reverse; a lever between or above the spools has to be switched 
manually.

 he patent applications naturally oten mention competitors; 
here, curiously enough, we meet Godfrey Lasar, the inventor of 
the unsuccessful Lasar typewriter, whose attorneys successfully 
challenged one piece (the ribbon advance) of Spiro’s US patent 
447438.17 

��. Félix Drouin, Les machines à écrire, Librairie de la science en famille 

(Paris), �890.

��. Pitman’s Phonetic Journal, 3� January �89�.

�6. he Sydney Morning Herald, �8 February �890.

�7. Commissioner of Patents, United States Patent Oice: Letter to Char-

Bar-Lock #1559 Bar-Lock #1758 Bar-Lock #2284

US patent 422042 US patent 438901 US patent 475623

Feb. 1889 ad

May 1890 ad
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 he serial numbers of the six Model 1 machines known today 
lie between 1559 and 2284.18 One source19 claims that the Bar-
Lock’s numbering began with 1000. his information leaves us 
with a great deal of uncertainty about how many machines were 
built, but it could have been a maximum of 1500. W. J. Rich-
ardson outitted the typewriters he sold until about 1892 with 
a brass plaque stamped with a running number and the year of 
sale. he plaque was riveted to the panel behind the carriage, and 
is very oten missing today; but a Bar-Lock 1 with serial number 
2150 and a Bar-Lock 2 with serial number 5188 still have this 
plaque, and both plaques are marked with the year 1890. his its 
Richardson’s statement that the Bar-Lock 2 came on the English 
market at the end of 1890.20  
 In its irst 1891 issue, the Phonetic Journal21 presents the im-
provements in the Bar-Lock Model 2. he most evident change 
from the irst model is the richly ornamented typebar shield with 
the Bar-Lock name. he frame of the machine was extended by 
half an inch in every direction in order to add, among other 
things, an extra guide rod that prevents the carriage from rising 
when the paper is removed quickly. he ribbon advance mecha-
nism was strengthened and the ribbon reverse was now automat-
ic. he paper bail is released by tipping it toward the front of the 
platen, instead of toward the back as on the irst model.

les Spiro. Washington, �� Feb. �889.

�8. homas Fürtig, Bar-Lock serial number collection.

�9. British Typewriter Trades Federation Part Exchange Booklet (London, 

�930).

�0. Pitman’s Phonetic Journal, �� June �90�.

��. Pitman’s Phonetic Journal, 3 January�89�.

Bar-Lock, irst model, #1758

Bar Lock no. 2 #3037,
showing new guide rod

 In March 1891, he Bar-Lock Typewriter Company opened 
an oice at 379 Broadway, New York in order to enter the Amer-
ican market.22 he alert reader will have noticed that sales infor-
mation on the Bar-Lock comes almost exclusively from English 
sources. he Bar-Lock appears in an American periodical for the 
irst time only in an advertisement from April 1891, for Models 
2 and 3. he two models are identical except for their carriages 
and carriage rails. Model 2, with a carriage for paper up to 9 
inches, was ofered for $100, and Model 3, with a carriage for 

��. Pitman’s Phonetic Journal, �� March �89�.

Contemporary Review, June 1891
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paper up to 14 inches, cost $110. his even/odd pairing of mod-
els was kept until Model 11; the odd models designate machines 
with wide carriages. W. J. Richardson can claim to have taken 
practically the whole production of the Bar-Lock until 1891. But 
a few rare examples must have reached the American market, for 
one of the surviving early machines (#1758) was found in the 
USA and includes the $ sign. he serial numbers of extant Bar-
Lock 2 and 3 typewriters range from 5188 to 8796. Drawing on 
the data from plaques aixed by Richardson, we can infer that 
Models 2 and 3 began with serial number 5000. However, there 
is an outlier numbered 3037 which was found in the USA and 
has an American keyboard.
 he further development of the Bar-Lock led to Models 4 
and 5, introduced in March 1893—but that’s another story. ±

Contemporary Review, August 1891

Bar-Lock, irst model, #1758 Bar-Lock no. 2 #3037

Bar-Lock no. 3 #7347
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Ephemera by Peter Weil . . . . . . . . Out Damn Spot!

Soon ater typewriters proliferated into everyday life, advertising 
ink blotters1 became their constant companion. Every oice and 

most homes contained several. he blotter’s zenith, typiied by this 
1930s dynamic Art Deco blotter advertising Woodstock Typewriters,2 
was the result of great demand for them by typewriter users and the 
abundant supply of them by advertisers who distributed them from 
store counters, as premiums by sales representatives, and in bills and 
receipts.  
 Blotters were embraced by advertisers because the usually rectan-
gular multi-use cards conveyed the businesses’ messages for long peri-
ods of time and repeatedly on desktops beside oice machines and in 
portable typewriter cases ready for use by their owners. he demand 
for blotters and a willingness of typewriter companies to supply them 
parallels the same qualities seen in calendars touting typewriters.3 his 
aspect was so strong in the minds of advertisers that, from the 1890s 
on, they oten combined their message with an annual or monthly cal-
endar on the same blotter—as witnessed on this April, 1898, example 
from the French distributor of the New Yost.4 

 In the context of the early history of typewriters, the binding to-
gether of the ink blotter with the typewriter is, at the very least, ironic, 
and, perhaps more accurately, the use of the phrase “typewriter ink 
blotter” is an oxymoron. As early as 1877, the Sholes and Glidden was 
marketed in one of its irst trade catalogs as “THE TYPE-WRITER! 
A Machine to Supersede the Pen.” By 1885, Caligraph announced on 
a full page of a trade catalog that “LIFE is too SHORT to write the 
OLD WAY.” he anti-pen theme continued in the advertising by other 
typewriter manufacturers, as in this catch-phrase from another com-
pany that used it into the irst decade of the 20th century: “he Pen 
is Mightier than the Sword. he Smith Premier Bends them Both.” 

�. I want to express my deep appreciation to Bert Kerschbaumer, Ed Neuert, and 

Norbert Schwarz for their suggestions and for sharing images of blotters in their 

collections. I also want to thank Cornelia Weil for her editorial suggestions. 

�. his and other advertising ink blotters presented here, unless stated otherwise, 

are from the author’s collection. 

3. For discussion of advertising calendars, see ETCetera #9�, pp. 6-9.

�. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.

he message was so enthusiastically convincing for many buyers that 
they not only used their typewriters to type instead of handwriting 
their letters and their other documents, but they also replaced their 
handwritten signature with a typed one. his action began early ater 
the introduction of typewriters and continued into the early years of 
the 20th century. An example here is represented by parts of an 1888 
afectionate letter from a distributor of the Crandall Typewriter to his 
wife and son. He not only typed his signature, but used his initials and 
last name. But at least as many such documents were hand signed with 

pens in the early period, and ink signatures become dominant ater 
about 1900. he reasons for preferring signatures created with a pen 
are not clear, but, in the very large majority of cases, the preference was 
not stimulated by legal concerns. At least in the United States, in most 
cases, typed and handwritten signatures had equal legal standing.5 
 he “Old Way” referred to above was, of course, the quill or met-
al-tipped ink pen that was long associated with smearing, blotching, 
and even total loss of handwritten documents. his 1892 blotter from 
Smith-Premier carried a related message with a double meaning, an-
nouncing that its well-aligned typewriter would create clean copy with 
no “Blot on the Escutcheon” and the blotter, by implication, would re-
move any ink-caused blot on the document that was created.6 In West-

ern societies, the problems caused by the use of ink pens for centuries 
before the introduction of blotting paper had been ameliorated by the 
use of granulated absorbent materials, such as sand, talc, and other 
powders. In the UK and North America these were usually referred 
to as “pounce.”7 Handmade blotting paper was irst used in England as 

�. http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_constitutes_a_legal_signature

6. Norbert Schwarz collection.

7. References on the history of blotting paper and advertising forms of blotters 

include Maurice Rickards, he Encyclopedia of Ephemera (New York: Routledge, 

�00�); Morton and R.T. Zweig, Advertising Ink Blotters, 1st ed. (Chattanooga, TN: 

IGuide Media, �00�); and http://reviews.ebay.com/A-Brief-History-of-Ink-Blotte
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early as the 15th century. Originally it was made with the same high-
grade rags as regular writing paper. However, unlike regular paper that 
had a smooth writing surface because of “sizing” applied to it during its 
production, blotting paper had no sizing in order to make it more ab-
sorbent.8 To bring down the high costs of such early blotting, cheaper 
red rags replaced the higher-grade white ones, and red remained the 
color strongly associated with blotters long ater the technical reason 
for the color disappeared. Pounce continued to be the writer’s blotting 
material of choice until 1830, when much cheaper machine-made blot-
ting paper was introduced in Europe and in 1856 in the United States. 
he irst factory was Joseph Parker’s in Connecticut, and a decade later, 
the factory introduced the irst advertising blotter as a means to brand 
its products. It used a wood block to make a simple impression of a “T” 
to indicate its “Treasury Blotting.” his was in a time period that in-
cluded far more sophisticated printed advertisements for many prod-

ucts. he question is: why did Parker choose to use so simple a method? 
he answer is bound up in that very quality that makes blotters so ef-
fective for their purpose: high absorbency. Because of this character-
istic, most early attempts to imprint anything using inks on blotting 
paper resulted in a vague, blurred, oten messy image that was created 
through the “bleeding” of inks on the blotter. Multiple solutions to 
this problem were employed by printers with varying efectiveness 
from 1880 until the irst decade of the next century. One very efective 
solution was a relatively expensive one that we see in this 1882 blotter 
advertising the Caligraph #19 (the earliest one known for a typewriter 
marketer), this later 1891 blotter advertising the National #2, and the 
even later ca. 1898 one promoting the Oliver #2. In all cases, a material 

rs?ugid=�00000000�03�79�0

8. “Sizing” is any one of numerous substances that is applied to or incorporated in 

other material, especially papers and textiles, to act as a protecting iller.  It created 

a smoother surface than the paper otherwise would have had, but it never produced 

a surface as smooth as the “enamel” surfacing chemicals introduced at the begin-

ning of the �0th century. hus sized surfaces always involved some risks of bleeding 

or ink difusion and distortion of inked writing or whatever image was printed on 

them.

9. Ed Neuert collection.

that can be imprinted with a complex image is used as a separate cover 
for one or more (in both these cases, several) sheets of blotting paper. 
he covers are made of card stock or paper with a sized surface (the 
Caligraph and National ones, respectively) or celluloid (the Oliver).10 
he means of binding ranged from a form of tubular brads (Caligraph) 
and wire staples (National) to an enameled split brad (Oliver).11 he 
booklet thus formed allowed the user to tear of used sheets to expose 
a fresh one. 
 hese pieces were expensive to make and relatively heavy as mate-
rials to be mailed to customers, and other alternative approaches were 
used to hold down such costs. he most common was to print using 
a simple process that greatly restricted the amount of ink to create a 
line drawing directly on the blotter. A perfect example can be seen 
in this 1890 large rectangular piece from the Hammond Typewriter 
Co., bragging about its sales (of #1 typewriters) to the government of 
the United States.12 A similar example of this solution is the Yost item 
noted earlier. 

 his inexpensive solution to the problem of printing advertising 
message on blotters took place in the context of complex chromoli-
thography being applied to trade cards, trade catalogs and other me-
dia, thus devaluing the blotter as a means for advertising.13 he next 
solution began with an 1872 patent that made it possible to apply a 
smooth, sized surface on one side of a blotter with the speciic purpose 
of printing advertising on that side.14 Most of the surviving early blot-
ters from typewriter companies are the basis for concluding that the 
promise of this process to create sharp images (and, later, polychrome 
ones) was not utilized by them for at least a decade ater the patent. For 
example, the earliest typewriter one found is this ca. 1885 blotter tout-

�0. he celluloid one was manufactured by Whitehead and Hoag, a pioneer in the 

use of celluloid for advertising. he company and others made blotters for adver-

tising Underwood and other companies. For more on the company and celluloid 

ephemera, see “Ephemera: Pinbacks,” ETCetera #80, p. 9.

��. Ironically, this solution apparently was used in the examples of both the Cali-

graph and the National before it was patented. A patent search found something 

almost exactly like this solution in a December, �893 U. S. patent (#��3,�0�). 

��. Such sales to the government so early in the development of typewriters and 

their markets can be seen as early evidence supporting the conclusion that even in 

the �9th century the public sector helped support new industries in the private sec-

tor through such purchases. 

�3. For discussion of chromolithography and other printing processes and their his-

tories, see ETCetera #7� and #8�.

��. he �87� patent (U.S. number �3�,0�6) was issued to Nicoll Floyd.
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ing the Remington #2. Other similar early examples of this approach 
are the Smith-Premier (see above) and this ca. 1903 Bar-Lock blotter 
declaring the advantages of its double keyboard.15 

 he beginning of the third solution to the creation of blotters that 
advertised typewriters during most of the 20th century was based on 
the introduction of blotters with one side coated in “enamels,” one 
of several chemical materials that greatly increased control over per-
meability and made possible smooth white and other solid-colored 
surfaces on which to use the new techniques of printing with photo-
chromolithography. Both the changes in the blotter and the printing 
technique were introduced about 1900. Early examples oten included 
actual photographs, and soon a far wider range of colors were included. 
Examples here include this relatively simple ca. 1900 blotter for the 

��. he Bar-Lock one is in Bert Kerschbaumer’s collection. 

Williams #4,16 a ca. 1905 one for the Blickensderfer #7, a more colorful 
1909 one for the Smith Premier #10, and, inally, this ca. 1919 one for 
the Molle #3.17 

 However, the majority of surviving blotters advertising typewrit-
ers do not include photographs of their products. Instead, graphic art-
ists took advantage of the full polychromatic possibilities of the new 
technologies to create more complex images touting the machines. An 
early example here is this 1913 blotter centered on a woman to draw the 
viewer’s attention 
to the machines be-
ing sold by the Buf-
falo Typewriter Ex-
change, especially 
the Victor #3. his 
blotter is a “generic” 
one created by the 
Gerlach-Barklow 
Co. (Joliet, Ill.), a 
major maker of ad-
vertising blotters 
during the irst half 
of the century. he 
blotter is one of its 
“Girls You Want to 
Know” series that 
was overprinted 
with the names 
and particulars of 
various businesses 
throughout the 
United States. his 
emphasis on wom-
en on blotters pro-
moting typewriters 
became a primary 

�6. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.

�7. Ed Neuert collection.
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theme used throughout the remainder of the marketing of typewriters. 
We see this even more graphically on this ca. 1910 large blotter from 
the distributor of Underwood products in the Netherlands.18 Similar 

illustrative drama can be found in the Barr Portable piece (continu-
ing the focus on women) and in the one for the Underwood Universal 
Portable, both produced around 1924. 
 Both of these blotters advertising portables possess Art Deco 
qualities, but we see the geometrical and color characteristics of the 
style more dramatically illustrated in this 1927 blotter for the Royal 
#10 and in the Woodstock one at the beginning of this article. 

 he last blotter presented here is fairly typical of those advertising 
typewriters in the 1940s and 50s in the United States. It is a beautiful-
ly printed image that focuses on a minimally-clad woman promoting 
the L.C. Smith Super-Speed around 1940. he art style is very typical 
of one also used on calendars and other advertising on premiums in-

�8. he representation of women in the history of typewriter marketing and adver-

tising is complex and oten prejudicial. See, for example, ETCetera #7�, pp. 8-9. 

tended for business oices. 
Little more than a decade 
ater this blotter was dis-
tributed, the advertising 
ink blotter died a fairly 
quick death. his ending 
was not caused by the col-
lapse of the typewriter as 
an instrument of business 
and other communica-
tion. Far from that, type-
writers were reaching their 
biggest market ever in the 
early years of the post-
war boom. Instead, a new 
manual writing instru-
ment, the cheap, eicient 
ball-point pen, eliminated 
the need for blotters from 
most of life in Western 
industrial societies.19 Dip-
ping pens had already 
fallen out of common use 
except in schools where 
they played a role in teach-
ing cursive writing and at 
check counters in banks. 
Fountain pens, while 
common in the cheap and 
expensive forms, oten 
still needed to be followed 
by a press from a blotter. But the success of the ball-point pen lim-
ited demand for the advertising blotter so dramatically that it was of 
little interest as a medium for commercial messages. By the time of this 
mid-century mortality, advertising blotters were almost as ubiquitous 
as pennies, and so, like those low-value coins, they were lost, stored 
away in the books that a reader had marked and let in the drawers 
of disused desks. Nonetheless, a large proportion of all the typewriter 
advertising blotters that survive today were saved in these ways to be 
able to inform us about the typewriters and the companies that made 
and sold them, while delighting our eyes with all the history wrapped 
in their art work. Out with the damned spot and in with the fun! ±

�9. he roots of the ball-point pen go back to the �880s. While the modern ver-

sion was introduced in the �9�0s, its success required further development before 

it broadly replaced wet ink pens for most purposes during the next decade. See 

http://www.ideainder.com/history/inventions/ballpen.htm.
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From Our Members

Cor van Asch’s new Liliput. “It’s not a toy!”

Our member in the Czech Republic, Štěpán Kučera, sends this photo of his lovely 
Astra #1032, a name variant of the rare Praga, made in Liberec, 

Czechoslovakia, in the early ’20s (see ETCetera no. 79, p. 4). 

Jett Morton’s magniicent aluminum 
Blick 8 sports an 18-inch carriage.

Bert Kerschbaumer’s Record is a rare name variant of 
the Unda from Austria. It has the highest known serial 

number for an Unda, which is still very low: 1�3�.

Peter Weil’s new early Sun no. 2 features a tiger-striped paper table, 
a German keyboard with an unusual layout, and a lovely case.

To its right, two new additions to Silvano Donadoni’s checkwriter collection. Richard Polt’s Jaykay, a Brosette clone made in Calcutta.
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No. 87, April 2012

• The Little-Known Halda 5 from Sweden, by Uwe Beth-
mann: translation in our September issue!

• Olympia “TiKo,” by Norbert Schwarz: this “table 
combination” Olympia (1930s) was built into a desk 
and had a noise-reducing transparent cover.

• The Development of Princess Typewriters, by Peter 
Haertel: patented in 1949, the Princess portable expe�
rienced a number of technical developments over the 
next two decades.

• “You spend your whole life learning to repair”: an in�
terview with Klaus Brandt, oice machine mechanic 
since 1951.

Also in this issue:

• Working at Brunsviga, 19�8-51
• Hugo Bunzel’s calculators

More information at ifhb.de 

March 2012
• IFHB elections

April 20�2
• “Traveling oices”—cases with compartments
• Mitterhofer model from Dresden in Partschins

Vol. 24 no. 2, May 2012
• Wendy Chidester’s typewriter paintings
• Confessions of a TW Addict, by Nick Fisher
• Noiseless Portable
• Philly Type-In

No. 42, April 2012
• Typewriter-inspired art
• Alain-Philippe Billerey’s collection

A

ro
und 

the World
I was watching an episode of the British drama series Downton 

Abbey on TV, when a close-up of a typewriter, the Empire 1, 
with its white keyboard and baseboard, suddenly appeared on the 
screen. This wasn’t a leeting image, as often happens in ilms, 
but rather an introduction to the story which develops around 
it. The typewriter belongs to a young housemaid, Gwen, who 
aspires to change her life, and who has secretly been taking a 
correspondence course in typing and shorthand. When her plan 
is revealed, the other house servants, bewildered, gather round 
the machine—one of them even tries to type something. They 
all fret at the thought of leaving a post as a servant in such a re�
spectable house in order to become a secretary!
 In a later episode, Gwen has to take a typing test. Some�
where in an oice, we can see another typewriter, front and back. 
It’s a Royal 5. But are these two models appropriately cast? The 
scene supposedly takes place shortly after the sinking of the Ti�
tanic, where the future lord of Downton Abbey lost his life (April 
1912). Let’s assume then that we are in the spring of 1913—the 
costumes and the weather point in that direction. The Empire 1 
was launched in 1895. Is the time lapse represented correct, con�
sidering that the model 2 came out in 1908? Gwen declares that 
she spent “up to the last penny saved” on that typewriter. Was it 
maybe second-hand and therefore more afordable on her mod�
est salary?
 Regarding the Royal 5, its production began in 1911, one-and-
a-half to two years before its appearance in the above-mentioned 
scene. Could its popularity have spread so rapidly in England 
back then? Surely there’s an answer for each one of these ques�
tions. In any case, these special “guest stars” in the show remind 
us what an important role typewriters played in the beginning 
stages of the emancipation of women in industrialized societies. 
Fortunately, Gwen got a job as a secretary.  —Javier Romano

The Housemaid
and the Empire

What is this useful typewriter accessory? 
Find out in our next issue.
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 My new acquisition is a brand new, 
2011 Royal Scrittore portable manual 
typewriter (made in China). I bought 
it through the mail-order catalogue of 
Hammacher-Schlemmer. I have felt 
that at least once in a person’s life, one 
ought to be able to have the experience 
of buying a new typewriter … hence the 
purchase. As with a car, I do like that 
“new typewriter” smell.
 This new machine now joins my 
other typewriter, the 1935 Royal Quiet 
DeLuxe portable. The diference in 
quality between the old and the new 
machines seems very evident to me—
the American-made machine from 77 
years ago appears to be much better to 
me. 

 I liked your editorial in the March is�
sue very much. For the beneit (I hope) 
of typewriter collectors 50 and 100 
years from now, I have taken care to 
save not only the manual, but also the 
box and invoice from the new typewrit�
er. (I think of the strange but true fact 
that in the collecting side of the model 
railroading hobby, the cardboard boxes 
of Lionel train sets from the 1940s and 
’50s are often worth more money than 
the miniature locomotives and railroad 
cars they contained!)

Joshua Hirsch
Newton Highlands, Mass.

Letters New on the Shelf
Richard Amery: Imperial Signet
Lars Borrmann: New Century Caligraph 

5, wide-carr. Empire, Rem 5, wide-carr. 
Rem 8, Smith Premier 2

Tony Casillo: animal keyboard Corona
Heidi and Marco Frei: Garbell
Jim Gehring: straight Crown index, Eng�

lish Fitch
Joshua Hirsch: Royal Scrittore
Martin Howard: early Shimer w/ white 

keys & basket shift (photos on www.
antiquetypewriters.com)

Štěpán Kučera : Astra (Praga), Olympia 
Robust, Imperial B & D, Monarch 2, 
2x Mirina (G&O), 2x Courier,  
Mercedes 2, Smith Premier 4

Eric Meary: Commercial Visible 5
Robert Messenger: Tradition 3 (Olympia), 

Royal 1, Erika Russian & English kbd, 
Bar-Lock port., Caligraph, Bijou (Erika 
10), Optima P1, Alba A4, Norwood, 
Imperial Good Companions 6 and 7, 
Imperial 2002, Rexina (Nippo), Facit 
TP2, Swissa Piccola

Jett Morton: alum. Blick 8 #146640 w/ 18" 
carriage, Burroughs 31-inch-carriage 
Telegrapher Mill #A488951, Burroughs 
Moon-Hopkins #A357368, Hammond 
12 #113272, Densmore 5, Elliot-Fisher, 
RC Allen 600, Imperial 50 wide carr., 
Oliver L-10, Rex 4, Woodstock 5, IBM 
01 & Selectric II

John Payton: Blick 5, Simplex Special 1, 
Simplex Special Demonstrated D

Ettore Poccetti: Underwood 1
Richard Polt: Brosette, Facit TP1, Hes�

peria #74A, Jaykay, Imperial Good 
Companion 5, Masspro #2707, Optima 
M10, Royal Administrator, Torpedo 18

Javier Romano: Dactyle 3, Olivetti M20, 
Royal 1

Norbert Schwarz: Mercedes Addelektra 
Datums-Typen (like Typit)

Alan Seaver: Adler 15, Adler 25, Blick 9, 
Burroughs Electric, Hammond Multi�
plex, L.C. Smith No.2

Mark Taf: aluminum Blick 5
Cor van Asch: Blick 6 (leather case/ Lon�

don) #148062, Home Blick #184066, 
Carissima/ Bee #35117, Carmen #5734, 
Corona 3 #12408, Imperial B #14659, 
Famos, Liliput, New Century Cali�
graph 5 #1323, Remington J (Junior) 
#JD51366, Underwood 1 #14451-1,  
Williams 1 #5989, World 1

Peter Weil: Sun 2 #3182
Reinmar Wochinz: Phönix

Wanted: Crandall New Model, with 
base & cover if possible. Ettore 
Poccetti, epoccetti@simail.it.
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